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LETTER FROM OUR VICE PRESIDENT – Cec Bradshaw
Hi to all of you fellow cribbage board collectors. It is Thanksgiving 2014 and I hope that you all
have a number of things you can give thanks for this year. For Betz and me, it has been an
interesting year, but we have a lot of blessings in our lives.
Many of you may not know, but our fellow friend and
collector, Ed Nieuwenhuis, passed away very unexpectedly
last month. Ed was my very best friend. Ed and his wife
Sandy , along with my wife Betz and I, were best friends as
couples. We did a lot together and were planning our trip
out to Portland for the convention next year. Ed will be
missed by all of us and we all will want to keep Sandy and
their kids and grandkids in our prayers.
Hey, I managed to find another Drueke that I did not have. It is the model 5005 and is in great
condition. This model contains Backgammon, Acey-Deucy, Michigan Rummy, Cribbage, Roulette,
Chess, and checkers. There are only a very few Drueke models that I do not have. Keep your eyes
open for me.
We all need to thank the Dwires; Keith, Dianne, Merlin, and Mary for a wonderful convention this
year in Minneapolis/St. Paul. The accommodations were great, the attendees were more than
great, and all of you should just be chomping at the bit to get to the next convention. If you have
not been, you are missing a great experience. Be sure to mark your calendars for the 2014
convention. It will be hosted by Terry Coons in Portland, Oregon. The dates are September 26
and 27, 2014.
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Enclosed in this newsletter are minutes of the board meeting held during the convention. Of high
note is a big thank you to Phyllis Johnk for her service as she retires from the secretary position
and welcome Keith Dwire as the new secretary of the board.
Annual Secretary’s report - September 28, 2013
The board meeting was called to order by the president Ed McLaughlin. The treasurer’s report
was read by Jim Herzog.
Dan Betz made a motion to accept the report as read and Terry Coons 2 nd the motion. The
secretary’s report was passed over.
Research committee – Terry had nothing to report since it was all in the newsletter.
Newsletter – Cec reported that there were only 3 returns last time. Terry suggested that after a
newsletter has been returned twice, they will not be sent again. Jim stated that it’s a big savings
to the club to email the newsletter
Web review – We discussed what the target audience is. Terry thinks the newsletter is for the
members and the website is to Interest others in the CBCS. The website has not been updated
for a year. Cec and Terry will tell Dan what to put on the web - Site from the newsletter. The
website should be updated 4 times a year.
Membership – Our membership is declining. It was suggested that we buy an ad in the ACC
newsletter. Cec recommended a ¼ page ad with the website address and an application for
membership to be sent to Jim. Terry agreed to write an ad and an article. A picture of the
convention board will also be included on the website. There will be an article every month. Jim
moved to do the ad and article and George 2nd. Dan will try to change the name of the website
to cribbageboardcollectors.org or Cribbageboardcollecting.org.
Bette’s collection – Terry explained the dilemma on distribution. There are 1500 boards and
museums don’t want it. Cec said that people don’t want complete collections. Dan said the ACC
has people who go to Cribbage Hall of Fame. The boards could be displayed at the ACC
tournament in Reno but someone would have to take them, display them, etc. Jim said he
thought the only way to enjoy them is in CBCS. Dave Schroeder suggested a lottery. Any
members of CBCS who would be interested in having some of the boards would say so and pay
$100.00. The boards would then be divided by the number of people who signed up. The
proceeds would be used to establish a nursing scholarship in Bette’s name. Everyone liked the
idea but no motion was made. Dave has to get the boards from his daughter’s home in MA,
photograph and catalog them.
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Guests – Discussed if we need a policy for guests. Decided to keep it at $50.00. Terry made
motion, Cec 2nd.
Phyllis retired from the board. Cec suggested Keith Dwire as her replacement. Membership
voted and elected Keith.
2014 convention will be in Portland OR the last weekend in Sept.
2015 convention will be in Branson MO
Submitted by Phyllis Johnk
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Napoleonic Prisoner of War Cribbage Boards – Frank Wurman #22
The period between the French Revolution and the final exile of Napoleon to St. Helena (17931815) and particularly the period in which Napoleon governed France (from 1805) was marked
by almost continuous warfare between France on one side and the continental powers and
England on the other. The English, both on land and in naval warfare, captured as many
as 100,000 prisoners, who were originally held in outdated warships, stripped of weapons and
fittings, and moored in English harbors for the duration of the conflicts. When the capacity of
these hulks was exceeded by the mounting number of captives, prison camps, notably
Peterborough and Dartmoor, were built to house these internees.
The prisoners had very little to occupy their time, so many of them took to the pursuit of craft
industry, notably the manufacture of small items to be sold as souvenirs to local people. Since
the availability of funds to purchase raw materials was limited (the prisoners relied chiefly on the
cash flow from the sale of manufactured items for the purchase of new materials and of course
there was no access to large items of tools or machines) the materials of choice and availability
was limited to small pieces of wood and pieces of cane, the bones from the animals which made
up their diet, and dyes from charcoal or local plants.
Since many of the prisoners were sailors, the more complex models were of naval vessels,
complete with sails and rigging. Many naval museums, including that at Annapolis, contain
models of this kind. Many models of other machines, such as spinning jennies and working
models of guillotines, were also carved from these materials and can also be observed in
museums.
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Pieces from My Collection
The two boards on the next page show tracks of twenty holes, and each contains a complete set
of dominos made from the same type of bone of which the box was constructed. Bone pegs are
also contained in the interior of the box. Small designs are in green and red on both boxes.

This board has a thirty hole track on the sliding top, and a
full set of dominos as well; both the top and side of the box are
covered with an intricate floral design in red and green.

The box to the left is marked with cane
sides and wood decoration on the
top. Although this box has thirty hole
tracks, it is unusual since the holes are
grouped in five sets of six, rather than
the customary five hole groupings.
Below are two views of a complex board, with tracks on both sides of a dome which lifts to reveal
an opening which would have contained the usual domino set (unfortunately not present when
I purchased the board). The dome has intricate carvings and the entire piece shows some signs
of wear and damage, in addition to the missing dominos.
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These are pieces of a "casket" with an arched top containing the board, over
a lid which is removed to reveal the dominos. The box rests on four carved
legs and also has some repaired damage.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

☺☼ ☺☼

2013 Convention Board (the story)

☺☼ ☺☼

Jay Fulwider (#144) received an inquiry earlier this year about a previously unknown Crib Derby
variant and graciously passed it on. Terry Coons, our research director, had never heard of such
a board existing. It is a folding board, with red paint. She believed it to be very early. Personal
communication from Rhys Evans, to Bette Bemis in 2000, in the following “Prequel” article
mentions that the earliest boards were wooden ones made in his garage with his father and
uncle. This picture is probably one of those. This article and letter became the inspiration for the
2013 Convention board. Thank you Peter Leach for following through on the beautiful
reproductions of this fantastic board and story. Thank you Jay for sharing the existence of this
treasure with us.
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Crib Derby – The Prequel (by Terry Coons)
After my two-part article (exhaustive, I thought) on the history of Crib Derby, Peter Leach was
kind enough to share with me some documents from the very beginning that Bette had shared
with him. Included was a hand-written note from Rhys Orville Evans’ Son, also named Rhys Evans,
from 2000:
“My dad and I used to play
cribbage when I was growing
up. We also enjoyed horse
racing. One day my dad
came down to breakfast
and said ‘I had a great
dream! I dreamed we were
playing cribbage on a board
that looked like a race track,
and it was a lot of fun.”
~1940, the elder Evans
designed a made a large
wooden prototype, which
Evans the younger still has,
and started making smaller
(the size of the plastic ones)
wooden boards with his
brother. They sold them in
local stores. They later
contacted Taplin Toys, also
in Minnesota, to make a
plastic mold.
Initially, they were sold
under the Crib-Derby name,
but later under the Taplin
name, with their imprint on
the back instead.
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Notice that Taplin was able to sell the boards for less than the Evanses. Ultimately, E.S. Lowe
acquired the distribution rights and sent royalty checks to the Evanses until the 1970’s, when
they decided the board was no longer profitable and stopped producing it, sending the plastic
mold back to the younger Evans.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
What’s Your Passion? (Based on a presentation by Keith Dwire at Cribbage Board Collectors
Society Convention 2013)
All of us in the Cribbage Board Collectors Society (CBCS) began our journey into cribbage board
collecting because we first learned to play the game. For me, my first exposure to cribbage came
at a Golden Sun Feed store in Southwest Minnesota. I was about five years old and would go with
my dad to the store for pig or chicken feed. This was not a continually busy place, so we would
usually see the proprietor, Tut Nelson, sitting at a table playing cribbage with his friend, Art. Both
men seemed old (at least 50), and were keeping score on an old board with rows of holes on it
using nails for markers. I would get my five cent bottle of coke out of the machine while they
finished their game, and then we would load the feed onto the truck and head for home.
I didn’t actually play the game back then, even though my dad did have a store-bought cribbage
board in his desk drawer. Playing cribbage came later when I visited brother Merle and his wife
Mary. He had learned the game and had a beautiful store-bought plastic oval board that said
“Crib-Derby” on the top. He always kept it in the original box with the price sticker marked
DAYTON’S $1.89. I began to find other cribbage players, including my brothers-in-law, Gene and
Harlow. You’ve met all of these people who have attended CBCS conventions as my guest, and
are now members. I think we all have those favorite cribbage opponents – sometimes we even
keep a running tally of games won and lost.
This brings me to where I am today, a cribbage board collector. Harlow Hanson was the person
responsible for getting me started. He used to pick up a special cribbage board on every trip he
took. I envied those boards, and pretty soon he would call and tell me about a board he liked,
and said “Would you like one, too?” Of course, the answer was “Yes”. Consequently, we now
have several of the same board in our collections, especially boards with LOONS on them.
Later I read about the 2004 Annual CBCS convention in Branson, MO. I thought it sounded
interesting. It was being held in a place I loved to visit, so I inquired. I was put in contact with
Peter Leach because St. Paul, MN isn’t too far from my home in Iowa. Peter talked nicely over
the phone, and convinced me to come – but Peter was busy hunting mushrooms, so he didn’t
make the trip that year. I did, however, meet Bette Bemis, Billy the Kid, and a number of other
nice people who are still active in CBCS today. Dianne and I felt very welcome. I didn’t feel like
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much of a collector then with my 30-40 boards, but someone said if you have more than two,
you have a collection!
That brings me to the title of this talk, “What’s Your Passion?” What kind of boards do you collect?
We have seen Terry sniffing boards, and that’s because she likes Bakelite boards. Cec has brought
his collection of somewhat rare Drueke boards – those of us who attended Convention 2011 in
Grand Haven saw his entire Drueke collection. Marv and Peter gave us a presentation on LeCount
Boards – they are the experts on this historic board. Ed showed some of his unusual boards that
he crafts himself – emphasis on the 180-hole game and Cribbage Solitaire. Harlow showed the
board on which he learned to play with his dad. He also showed a couple of his loon boards (yes,
I have ones like those two as well). So you see, each of us has a special passion about things in
our collection.
My passion is best exhibited by the first five boards listed in my recently completed inventory
(now over 600 boards): 1) a custom board made by my son and presented as a Father’s Day gift
complete with brass plate. 2) The Traveler’s Pal board my father had in his desk drawer. 3) The
Crib-Derby board marked DAYTON’S $1.89 (Merle can reclaim it if he wishes). 4) A Loon board
used for cribbage tournaments at Family Re-loon-ions. 5) A traditional folding box board bought
by Dianne on a trip to London.
I wonder where that old Golden Sun “board with rows of holes on it using nails for markers” is
now – that would really enhance my collection.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Bette’s Collection
Summary of Discussion at 2013 BOD Meeting
The founder of the CBCS, Bette Bemis passed away a couple of years ago. It was a sad time for
all of us that truly enjoy the collecting of cribbage boards. Bette had a large personal collection
and Fred, her husband, does not share the same love of the hobby that Bette did. Therefore, he
has turned the task of determining what to do with the collection over to the CBCS. At our
board meeting this year, we discussed a model of distribution that will honor Bette in all that
she has done for the art of collecting cribbage boards, provide the membership the opportunity
to incorporate some of Bette’s boards into their own collections, and to set up a scholarship in
her name with the proceeds. Although some of the finer details may change, our president Ed
MacLaughlin has captured the essence of the plan and it is outlined here.

 Bette’s collection is to be distributed in lots of similar value in honor of Bette.
 It was discussed that since Bette was a nurse, we would set up a nursing scholarship in
her name. To fund the scholarship, it was suggested that we offer lots to the
membership at $100 each.
 Bette’s boards would be divided into lots according to how many lots were purchased.
One possibility would be to advertise in the newsletter and provide a mail-in form.
 The collection is now at a relative of Dave’s in Rhode Island. Next summer, Dave will be
visiting and will bring the collection back to Branson. The convention will be in Branson
in 2015.
 That allows a year to sort and evaluate the boards into lots – the number of members
purchasing a lot will determine the number of lots. The McLaughlins and Terry Coons
have volunteered to go to Branson to help in this process. The boards will be
photographed, recorded, and documented for historical archives prior to distribution.
 A lottery process will distribute the groups of boards. Each lot being $100. The Branson
convention would provide for members to pick up their lot rather than have to pay
shipping.
 This process would give members a piece of Bette’s collection. Once owned, they may
trade/sell them as they wish.
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Here are just a few of the many pictures taken at
the convention. Pictured above are the contest
winners for this year.
Most Desirable Board;

Harlow Hanson

Ugliest Board;

Ed MacLaughlin

Most Unusual Board;

Kieth Dwire

Since the convention was held in Minnesota, Keith figured the venue might possibly encompass
a number of “loon” boards since that is the state bird. So you can see in the upper left picture,
Harlow brought a number of loon boards for display. Others did the same while some, namely
Wilson, just went to the Mall of America and bought one – the last one they had, we think. The
picture on the lower right depicts the winners and losers of the tournaments. Their awards came
from Peter Leach’s collection of boards. Thank you Peter for the contributions. Pictured left to
right are; Marilyn Lewis, George Catt, John Swett, Dan Betz, and Marvin Maxell.
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